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ABSTRACT 
These inequalities are concerned with the distribution of zeros of polynomial congruences in 
incomplete residue systems modulo an integer m ~2. If .a denotes a subset of a complete system V, 
the difference between the number Ncf; .iA) of zeros x E d of f E H[x] and the expected quota 
) 3 11% -t N(f; V), where 1.1 denotes cardinality, is bounded. In certain applications it is useful to 
have similar bounds when multiplicities are taken into account i.e., when more than one 
representative from a residue class is allowed. The modifications for this are provided, together 
with an interpretation in terms of the Macbeath region. For quadratic polynomials, the relative 
strengths of these inequalities (as well as the original ones) are shown to bc comparable. 
1. Let x=(x1,x2 ,..., xn) E Z” and let @ : Z”+C be a mapping from the 
standard lattice A = Z” into the complex field C. For each fixed integer m 2 2, 
write 
e(t) = e,(t) = exp (2&/m) 
and let 
(1) %Y= ~~={xEZ”:O~Xi<m,(lIiIn)) 
denote the canonical “box” containing a set of representatives of the quotient 
space Zm/(m). If Y is any finite subset of Z”, let 
(2) 
(3) 
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where 
(4) 
and a l b denotes the usual symbol for the inner product. Further, for any pair 
Sq 7 of finite subsets of Z”, define 
(5) g(gY)={x~Y: 3y~Y suchthatx=y(modm)}. 
If ISI denotes the cardinality of a set S, I [l] noted that Vinogradov’s inequality 
[lo] is the special case IZ = 1 of 
(6) 
where 10 15 1. 
The main reason for inventing a general formula of this sort was to reconcile 
the special case n = 1 with a seemingly different inequality of Mordell [6] which 
turned out to be (6) with n = 2, and with Y= Y, 
(7) YE L?Zl ={XE V 1 Vi5Xi<Vi+hi}, (O<Vi<Vi+hi<fTZ), 
where m is a prime and f(x) a quadratic polynomial in Z[x]. In fact, Mordell 
used a more general grid YCZ” in place of A = Z” in order to reducef(x) to a 
canonical form. However, his inequality, stated now for general 12 and a general 
f: g -+C, is essentially as follows: 
(9) Ndf; LB)=-Ndf; U)+%(V)E(iq, /g’I IfI /VI 
where 
(10) ~(f; -4”) c /{XE Y:f(x)=O (modm)}l, 
and 
(11) E(aY)a(m logm)“. 
Here, and except where explicitly stated, the constant in the inequality implied 
by the Vinogradov symbol “4” is absolute. In particular, if m is prime and 
F(x,Xn+1)=X~+,f(X,x,:,,...,XnX,:~) is non-singular over Z/m& then 
(12) @( g)gm(n-1)/2 
(using properties of Gaussian and Kloosterman sums [6], p. 156) and (9) 
reduces to 
upon insertion of the classical estimate for N(f; U), 
N(f; g)-mnp1gm(n-l)/2. 
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One important feature of this result, which is characteristic of a much wider 
class of polynomials in Z[x] ([l], [2], [lo], [ll], [12]), is the uniformity of distri- 
bution of the zeros (mod m) of f(x). For, if the “sides” hi (1 I is n) of the box 
iA are selected, subject only to the condition that their product is large enough, 
e.g., in (13) take 
then each such box %9 contains, asymptotically for m large, its expected quota 
(1 SJ I// %Yl)N(f; $7) of zeros off(x). This is true for any polynomialfE Z[x] whose 
reduction mod m (m prime) contains no linear factors and for which Ncf; %‘) is 
not exceptionally small (i.e., Ncf; U) % cm n-1 for some positive constant c 
depending only upon n and the degree off, ([lo]; see also [2], [3], [4])). 
Apart from Vinogradov’s applications [lo] in the case n = 1, interest has been 
confined to applications of (6) with Y= v (when the sums involving G(x) on the 
right of (6) run over complete residue systems mod m), even though the sum on 
the left is then limited to a set %’ = Y contained in V. Moreover, Y has 
invariably been taken to be a “box” 97 c %. In attempting to free this situation, 
I have observed two alternatives. First, Vinogradov’s argument actually gives 
(14) c O(x)={ c $b(x)+j+r$l)t.(Y) 
XE /,ye f XE i
x=y(modm) 
and now the condition “Yc %?” is redundant. (Note that if YC V then (14) 
reduces to (6)). The second is more interesting and flexible in that it combines 
the inequalities of Mordell (lot. cit.) and Tietavainen [ll]; if Y, .Y are arbitrary 
subsets of Z” and @ : (5”+ Y) U v+cC, then 
where 10’1 I 1 and 
The special cases of (15) with .Y= (01, (Y= D C %?,,n =2) and 3= Y are due to 
Mordell and Tietavainen, respectively. For completeness, the proofs being 
concise, I give the arguments for (14) and (15) in $2. 
In $3, I show that the sum on the left of (15) is 
where, generally, for any subsets S, T of P, M(S, T; x) is the Macbeath region 
ST’l(x- T), (cf. [5], [8]). In particular, (16) can be expressed as 
For the main part, however, we shall be concerned with estimating E($Y) in 
the two special cases Y= {0}, and Y= Y, when Y is a “large” set containing V. 
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If Y= Y , then 
and a crude, but useful, estimate can be obtained geometrically. If Y= {0}, we 
note only that, if Y= 9, then minor changes in the argument given in [l] 
provide the bound 
(18) E(.~)=E(~,(O})~l~‘ml-1~1, 
where grn> 33 is a larger box with sides of length hi+ m log m, (15 ir n). For a 
comparison of the two cases, we pursue, in 84, the example of Mordell when 
Y= ~3 is a large box. 
2. DERIVATION OF THE INEQUALITIES (14) AND (15) 
Both proofs use a simple property of geometric progressions: 
(19)  C 4x-Y)= 
rn”=lFl ifx=O(modm) 
y E ‘4 0, otherwise. 
Thus (14) follows immediately from the identity 
(20) 
on picking out the terms with t =0 and applying the triangle inequality to the 
remaining sums. For the sums on the right of (20), we have 
c c O(x) + c 
i 
C @(xM~*x) XE i ye P O#lE% XE i 1 
C 4-t-y) 
ye .‘/ 
=I4 C NO+@@(~ C I C d-t*y)l, XE i O#l~% YE.‘/ 
as required. The identity (20) itself is obvious, using (19), since the sum over 
t E V is 0 unless x = y(mod m) when it has the value m”. 
For (15), we use a finite analogue of Fourier Series, putting 
(21) F(z) = C @(wk(w* z) 
WE '6 
and noting that then 
(22) m”@(t) = C F(z)e( -t-z), ZE ‘6 
by (19). Applying this to the sum on the left of (15), we get 
mnxE,~yE,,@(x+Y)= C C We(-z*(x+y)). x E .Y, y E i z E x 
Then, picking out the term with z = 0, the sums on the right become 
C C @(w)+ C C (4Ww>e(z~w>> xs9;ys.uwsa C et--2-x) 1 e(-z*y) O#ZPVlvEV XEY YET 
=Is”lP-I c w9+@~@(oJ3xY:, w E ‘V 
where 10’1 I 1. 
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3. THE MAPPING PROPERTY AND THE MACBEATH REGION 
For our interpretation of the sum on the left of (15) and of E(.x .Q, we first 
establish a relationship between the Macbeath region” 
(23) M(S,T;x)=Sn(x-T), 
where S, Tare arbitrary subsets of R”, and the set 
(24) D(S, T; x) = {(y, z) E S x T : x = y + z} . 
This is established in the following mapping theorem; the required interpre- 
tation, in a convenient form for computation, being stated as a Corollary. 
THEOREM. Let w denote the mapping from R” to IQ” x R”, defined by 
i+Gx-0 
and let ll/~ denote the restriction of v to M(S, T; x). Then 
(i) M(S,T;X)#@++XES+T, 
(ii) for any set L/C I?” and a fixed x E R”, 
M(SniyTrn~;xx>=M(s,T;x)niC: if 2=-x-Y’ 
(iii) tyn4(M(S, T; x)) CD(S, T; x) 
(iv) V/M is a bijective mapping from A4(S, T; x) to D(S, T; x). 
COROLLARY. Let Y= Sfl Y, .?= Tfl 2, where S, Tare bounded and 2’ is 
discrete. Then 
(25) jD(x Y: x)1 = jM($l; x)1, for all x. 
If @ is defined on Y+ Y; then 
(26) YE FZE ,/(Y +z) = J+ ,px z XII @(x) 
= xG(s+zn(i+ y) IMsq z x)/m). 
Further, ifx-Y=2?forallxE(S+T)nY+Y, then 
(27) c @(y+z)= c /pm T; X) n ~ldx). y E /, z E i xE(s+T)n(i+i) 
REMARK. The conditions on Y in the Corollary are satisfied, apart from 
discreteness, if Y is an additive group, for then 29 + Y = Y and x E 9. In our 
applications, 9 is further restricted to a lattice of points x E Z”. 
PROOF. (i) IfM(S,T;x)#0, let<EM(S,T;x). ThericeS, c~x-T*[rS, 
-4~ -x+ T*OE-x+S+ T*xES+ T. Conversely, if XES+ T, then 3y~S 
with xEy+ Tand then yEx- T. Thus yeSn(x- T)=M(S, T, x). 
* The argument in [8], $2 for Kf? (K+ x) =M(K, -K; x) applies equally well to M(KI, -Kz; X) and 
gives the inequality (14) in [9], 55. 
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(ii) It suffices to prove that x - (Tfl 9) = (x - T) fly. But this is equivalent to 
rnu=((T-x)n(-~)}+x=Tn(x-~, 
and this is certainly satisfied when 9 = x - 9. 
(iii) We may suppose that x E S+ T and that M(S, T; x) # 0. Then, for any 
I;EMS T; 9, 
WMto=Gx-o 
belongs to D(S, T, x), since 6 E S, x - [E T and 
(0+(x-()=x. 
(iv) WM is injective, since 
(rl,x-rl)=(rz,x-r2)‘rl=r2 
and it is surjective, for, if (y, z) ED(S, T, x), 
(y,z)=(y,x-y) with yes, X-YET 
and so y E M(S, T; x). 
PROOF OF THE COROLLARY. Since Y, 7 are finite sets and V/M is bijective, 
(25) is obvious. For (26), we observe first that 
yt,EE ,@dY + z) = J+ ,ptx z XI mG 
by definition of D( x z x); then on substituting IM(X Z x)1 for ID( Y, Z x)/ and 
using the property (i) of the theorem, the result follows since 
(sn~+(rn~)c(S+T)n(~++). 
Then (27) is an immediate consequence of property (ii), since x - Y= Y for all 
relevant x. 
4. THE SUM &(.r/‘) AND AN EXAMPLE 
For any bounded set SC R”, let Y = ,Srl Z”. Then 
E2(9?+IY12= C C &*tY-x)) 
ZE i (X,Y)E 72 
(28) = (&)$ ,,2 z;,L e(z*(Y- x)) 
=??I” c 1, 
(X,Y)E vz X-YEA, 
where Am is the lattice mZ”. Hence, by (27) with o(x) chosen as the 
characteristic function xm of the lattice AM, 
(29) J%tY)+I~12=/5? c IM(s, 4; X)nz~jXm(x). xe(S-S)rlh” 
The special case of (28) when YC V is particularly simple and takes the form 
~2v9=I~I/5+15j2, 
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since YC V, x-y~,l,*x=y. However, for YQ $7, it is still no easy task, in 
general, to identify M(S, -S, x) and compute 172(Y). In the case of a box S = B = 
{xc I?“: O<x~hi(l ~icn)), however, 
M(B, -B,x)= {ZE R”: ~lXil<Zj-~Xilhj-~lXil, (15iSn)J 
and B - B = {z E R” : lzil< hi (1 I i 5 n)}. Clearly, 
E2(Bnz~)5 r”I (hi+m)h;- fi hf, 
i=l i=l 
But, in general, I have not found (29) to be effective for computation. Instead, 
from (28), using the crude bound * / Y + V/ m -n for the sum over x for each fixed 
y E Y, one obtains 
(30) E2(594YIlY+~/I-19q2; 
a natural generalization of that for the special case Y = Bn Z”. 
As an example which serves as a basis for comparison between the Mordell 
and Tietavainen inequalities when Y is large, let us return to the case of the 
quadratic polynomialf(x). With a slight change of notation, writing Y = B fl 77” 
and using the estimate for E(Y) in (18), Mordell’s inequality asserts that 
where Ncf; V)-m”-‘<m P-‘)‘~ For Tietavainen’s inequality, we first define . 
(32) Wf; fl= ( 
x, 
~G~,2G(x+y)=~i(x~Y)~ Y2:f(x+y)=0 (modm)}l 
and then (15), with .Q= Y, can be expressed as 
Thus, we may conclude that the inequalities are of comparable strength, (as 
may be seen also by direct comparison of (18) and (30)). Finally, for convenient 
reference, we list the error terms for n = 2 and IZ = 3, taking h;= h (1~ is n). 
h2 
n=2: N(f;Y)-hZ< 
m1’2(logm)2+T2, if hem 
m h -logm+--!&, 
m1/2 
if hrm 
h2 ,1/Z+- 
h 2N2(f; Y) - /‘“e m3/2’ if h-cm 
m h -+$e$, if hzm 
m1/2 
* In fact, if constant factors are ignored, (30) cannot be improved for the “box” ‘/ =BnZ” with 
h,= h = (A + +)m (m even), when A is large compared with m. 
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h3 
m(logm)3+--, if h<m, 
n=3:N(j-;q-5 
m2 
m hZlogm+hlog2m+$, if hzm 
m 
h -3Nzcf; 5% I m+ “‘4 m E+ m 
h3 
2’ 
h+ 
m 
if hem 
E<E ifh 
m2 m2’ 
2m. 
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ADDENDUM There have been important developments in the subject since this paper was pre- 
pared (in 1977) and I should like to refer the reader to forthcoming articles by K.W. Spackman 
(“On the number and distribution of simultaneous solutions to diagonal congruences”, Canadian 
J. of Math.) and by G. Myerson (“The distribution of rational points on varieties defined over a 
finite field”, Mathematika), for the details. 
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